Migrate to Singapore

Migrate to Singapore under Employment Pass Eligibility Certificate
About Singapore

Singapore is called as Lion City. Officially the Republic of Singapore is a Southeast Asian city-state off the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula. An Island country made up of 63 Islands, it is separated from Malaysia by the Straits of Johor to its north and from Indonesia's Riau Islands by the Singapore Strait to its south.

Singapore is a parliamentary republic with a Westminster System of unicameral parliamentary government representing constituencies. Executive power rests with the Cabinet led by the Prime Minister and the President.

Singapore has four official Languages: English, Chinese, Malay and Tamil. English is the first language of the nation and is the language of business, government and medium of instruction in school.

Education system in Singapore has three levels- primary, secondary and tertiary levels. All the institutions, private and public must be registered with the Ministry of Education. English is the language of instruction in all public schools.

Singapore has a generally efficient healthcare system. The WHO ranks Singapore's healthcare system as 6th overall in the world in its World Health Report.

The country has the highest trade to GDP ratio in the world at 407.9 percent. Singapore has a highly developed market-based economy. Along with Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan, Singapore is one of the original four Asian Tigers. Singapore is the second free economy in the world after Hong Kong.

Singapore is also consistently ranked as one of the least corrupt countries in the world, along with New Zealand and the Scandinavian countries.

The currency of Singapore is the Singapore Dollar issued by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. It is interchangeable with the Brunei Dollar.

About 40% of Singapore’s residents are foreigner, one of the highest percentages in the world.

Singapore Features

- Singapore- a city of contrasts, a nation of ideas and innovation and Asia's most exciting media capital.
- Singapore has one of the most stable societies in Asia. Its multi-racial, multi-religious and multi-lingual groups are united in the common effort to keep Singapore a prosperous place.
- Singapore enjoys a great location in the heart of Southeast Asia that makes it an excellent entry point to the region.
- Singapore is simply a great place to do business
- Singapore’s world-class infrastructure and state-of-the-art facilities are well-known to the world.
- Singapore has a free market economy with a low inflation rate, stable prices and a high per capital GDP, all thanks to its highly developed infrastructure, transparent legal system and educated workforce.
- After centuries of regional migration, Singapore has become a cultural melting pot.
After centuries of regional migration, Singapore has become a cultural melting pot.

Singapore is a secular country but acts as a home for Buddhists, Christians, Jews, Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs, Taoists and many other religious groups.

Sources: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singapore

Why migrate to Singapore?

✓ Job Opportunities: Unemployment is currently low in Singapore
✓ Corporate language: All the companies in Singapore has English as medium of communication in work place

About EPEC

✓ The Employment Pass Eligibility Certificate (EPEC) allows foreigners to stay in Singapore for up to one year to facilitate their job search in Singapore
✓ EPEC is issued on a one time basis and is not renewable
✓ This certificate from Singapore government will make it lot easier for you to find a job in Singapore
✓ EPEC certificate is issued for one year
✓ Once EPEC is approved for social visit visa time taken is one week to process
✓ Should be from list the selected University by MOM
✓ Can be a skilled migrant visa
✓ EPEC is not a work visa. It is only a certificate to go to Singapore and search a Job.

Basic Features

✓ Allows you to travel to Singapore and work
✓ Once you get the Job you can apply PR

Eligibility

Those who wish to apply for Employment Pass Eligibility Certificate they should fulfill one of the following requirements:

✓ Education: Possess graduation from the selected list of University by MOM
✓ Be current or former holder of selected skilled migrant visa

In addition, the applicant has to fulfill requirements of following criteria:

Language Skills:
Knowledge of English is required.
Age:
Not more than 45 years old.

Fee:
There is no administration fee for EPEC

Consulate/ Embassy Process Time: 1 month

Experience and engross yourself to a new society by working in Singapore

Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad, Mumbai, New Delhi, Pune, Vizag, Ireland, UK, USA
Our other country handouts

**SETTLE IN FRANCE**

Migrate to FRANCE under Skills and Talent Permit

**SETTLE IN HONGKONG**

Migrate to HongKong under Qualifying Migrant Admission Scheme (QMAS)

**SETTLE IN DENMARK**

Live your Dream, Immigrate to Denmark under Danish Green Card

---

**General Contact**

Call: 1800-103-1555
Email: info@opulentuz.com
SMS: VISA to 56263
MON-SAT 9:30 am to 6:30 pm

---

**National Processing Center**

# 567, Road No.19
Near Aircel
Jubilee Hills
Hyderabad
Andhra Pradesh - 500033
+91 - 40-40665555
jubilee@opulentuz.com

---

**International Network**

**USA**
Phone: 001 - 7326239712
Email: usa@opulentuz.com

**UK**
Phone: 0044-7850267536
Email: uk@opulentuz.com

**Ireland**
Phone: 00353-831026569
Email: ireland@opulentuz.com

---

**Bangalore**

215-A, KHB Colony
5th Block, Koramangala Layout
Near Ganesh Temple, Behind VLCC
Bangalore, Karnataka - 560095
+91 - 80-40997779, 40927879
bangalore@opulentuz.com

---

**Chennai**

8.H 8th floor Gee Gee Emerald
312 Valluvarkottam High Road
Nungambakkam
Chennai, Tamil Nadu - 600034
+91 - 44-30589171
chennai@opulentuz.com

---

**Hyderabad**

Suite: 301
Babu Khan Mall
Somajiguda
Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh - 500 082
+91 -40 -44185555
hyderabad@opulentuz.com

---

**Himayatnagar**

# 301, Swetha Apts
Opp: Minerva
Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh - 500 029
+91 -40 -6677344
himayatnagar@opulentuz.com

---

**Mumbai**

Suite 401,402, D- Wing
Crystal Plaza
Opp - Infinity Mall
Andheri West
Mumbai, Maharashtra - 400053
+91 - 9819087586
mumbai@opulentuz.com

---

**New Delhi**

Suite : 806, 8th floor
International Trade Tower
Nehru Place, Delhi - 110019
+91 -11-49565355
delhi@opulentuz.com

---

**Pune**

1st Floor - 143 & 144
Connaught Place
Bund Garden Road
Pune, Maharashtra - 411 001
+91 -20-4102040
pune@opulentuz.com

---

**Vizag**

47-10-11/10
First Floor-2 Rednam manor
Dwaraka Nagar Second Lane
Vizag, Andhra Pradesh - 530016
+91-891-6455556, 6462355
vizag@opulentuz.com

---

Opening Shortly
Ahmedabad, Chandigarh, Kolkata

---
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